After the ring theoretic study of differential operators in positive characteristic by S.U. Chase and S.P. Smith, B. Haastert started investigation of D-modules on smooth varieties in positive characteristic, and the work of R. Bøgvad followed. The purpose of this paper is to complement some basics for further study.
case A = O X , we will abbreviate O X as X and write XMod for O X Mod, etc. The tensor product ⊗ X will be taken over O X . The sheaf of the ring of differential operators on X is denoted D X with D(X) the ring of the global sections of D X , and D X qc denotes the category of left D X -modules that are quasicoherent over O X . For each r ∈ N we will denote by X (r) the k-variety such that X (r) (A) = X(A (−r) ) for each k-algebra A, where A (−r) = A as a ring with the k-algebra structure given by ξ → ξ p r . Let F r X : X → X (r) be the Frobenius morphism induced by the k-algebra homomorphism A → A (−r) via a → a p r . If G is a k-group, GMod will denote the category of G-modules. There should be no confusion with O G Mod.
The author is grateful to B. Haastert for sending [H86] , R. Bøgvad for explaining [Bø] , R. Hotta for communicating a lemma, M. Kashiwara for a suggestion, and to T. Tanisaki for consultation on the theory in characreristic 0. §1.
In this section X will denote a smooth k-variety of dimension N. We will employ the notations of [EGAIV, §16] unless otherwise specified. We call z = (z 1 , . . . , z N ) a regular system of parameters on A. As A is smooth over k [EGAIV, 16.10] ,
The variety X admits a finite affine open cover (X i
Dualizing one obtains [EGAIV, 16.11 ]
In particular, 
One then obtains
Proposition ( [MN, 1.2.2] ). For each r ∈ N the sheaf of k-algebras D X,r is generated by Diff 
To see the assertions about the morphism (1), the question being local we may assume that both X and Y are affine andétale over A N k and A L k , respectively, equipped with a regular system of parameters x on A = O X (X) and y on C = O Y (Y). The assertion about the p-filtrations is immediate from (1.1.4). One has (cf. [EGAIV, 16.4 
.23]) an isomorphism (Ω
Hence (x ⊗ 1, 1 ⊗ y) = (x i ⊗ 1, 1 ⊗ y j ) i,j forms a regular system of parameters on A ⊗ B. Then for each u, v ∈ N N and p, q ∈ N (u,p) under the morphism (1). Consequently one obtains the isomorphisms with respect to the standard filtrations.
By [H87, 1.3.3, 5]
D X is not noetherian but coherent in D X Mod,
hence a left D X -module of finite presentation type is coherent over
The following lemma was kindly communicated from Hotta R.
1.5.
Lemma. An injective of D X qc remains injective in XMod, hence flasque.
Proof. Let I be an injective of D X qc. We first show that I is injective in
hence I is injective in Xqc. Next, as X is noetherian, by [RD, II.7.18] (1) there is J ∈ Xqc, that is injective in XMod, and a mono ı ∈ XMod(I, J ).
Then ı has a left inverse ı ∈ XMod (J , I) .
The equivalence is called the Beilinson-Bernstein correspondence. Conversely,
Proposition. If the Beilinson-Bernstein correspondence holds on
In this section f ∈ Sch k (X, Y) will denote a morphism from a smooth kvariety X of dimension N to another smooth k-variety Y of dimension L. [H, Ex. III.6.8] (1) any coherent O X -module is the quotient of a locally free O X -module of finite rank.
By a theorem of Kleiman
In case X is affine, by [C, Th. 3.5] , [Sm, Th. 3.7] gldimD(X) = dim X.
As D X is coherent, one obtains as in characteristic 0 (cf. [TH, Prop. I.1.4 
.3]):
Proposition. The category D X qc has enough locally free objects. More precisely, each M ∈ D X qc admits a resolution [H86, 3.6 .1], however, gave another definition using the
The inverse image functor
Proof. It is enough to show
To check that the composite isomorphism is D Y,r -equivariant, we may assume X and Y are both affine. (C) , and µ a is the multplication by a.
as desired.
Let ω
Y/k , and set
The module D f← carries a structure of
, and let D f→ = D f→ (U). If we take U and V small enough that D f← (U) may be identified with D f→ as k-linear spaces, then
using the structure of (C, A) as k-linear spaces with the D r (C)ModD r (A)-structure given by
One then defines the derived direct image functor by
where D b denotes the bounded derived category. There is a simplification due to [H88, 1.2 
hence also [H88, 7. 
To see that f actually lands in D b (D Y qc), however, seems to the present author to require as in [BVI, 5 .1] a spectral sequence argument and J. Bernstein's theorem [BVI, 2.10] 
As we will need the argument in the proof of the base change theorem, let us recall the spectral sequence from [BVI, 5.1] .
2.4.
Let U = {X i | i ∈ I} be a finite affine open covering of X. We number I, and for each
If A is a sheaf of abelian groups on X, let A → F · be a flasque resolution, and for each t ∈ N let
Lemma. If A is a sheaf of abelian groups on X, there is a spectral sequence
2.5. Just like on qc X one has (cf. [TH, Th. I.1.8 
.2]):
Proposition (Base change). Given a cartesian square
As f −1 D Y Mod has enough injectives, that are flasque (cf. [G, II.7 .1]), one can compute R f 0 with flasques, hence by (1) and Serre's theorem one obtains from (2.4) a spectral sequence
and likewise
is still exact by Serre's theorem, and like-
The assertion now follows from (4) and (5).
If
where D X is D X in Ab X but the D X ModD X -structure given by the formula (2.3.1). Hence:
2.7. Assume f isétale. As an open immersion isétale, for the local study of f we may assume both X and Y are affine.
where
Proposition. Assume f : X → Y is anétale morphism of affine varieties with
) coincides with the map (1), and (i) follows. Also we obtain a bijection
, hence (ii) by taking the direct limit.
Assume in this subsection
We will examine D f→ and D f← locally but in an invariant manner using a Koszul complex. Thus let V be an affine open of Y admitting a regular system of parameters
, and that (z 1 , . . . , z N ) induces a regular system of parameters on A = C/I. One has then a commutative diagram of short exact sequences
that is by (5) independent of the choice of the parameters, hence these can be glued together to give a description of (L f 0 ) (M) .
with D(A) acting on the right hand side by the right regular action on D(A). In particular,
As f is a closed immersion, f * is exact on Ab X , hence 
Then in the notation of (2.7), as
Taking the cohomology, the end composite isomorphism is invariant under the change of the parameters (2.8.5), hence the assertion.
Let
Kempf [Ke] defined the cohomology sheaf H · Z1/Z2 (A) using the Godement resolution of A. As Γ Z1/Z2 is exact on flasques [Ke, 8.5.c, f] and as the Godement resolution is a flasque resolution, however,
· is a flasque resolution, one obtains from a short exact sequence
an exact triangle [Gr, 4.10, 5 .10]
hence an exact triangle
If Z is a closed subset of X and if j : X \ Z → X, by [Ke, 8.2] 
as j −1 sends flasques to flasques, and one obtains an exact triangle
In particular, R Γ Z sends D b (Ab X ) to itself by Grothendieck's vanishing theorem applied to the long exact sequence induced by (5), hence also from (2) one obtains
As an injective of D X qc is flasque by (1.5) and as
that are compatible with the triangles (2) and (5), respectively, under the forgetful functors. 
2.11.

Lemma. If f is a closed immersion, one has on
as f + sends injectives to injectives by (2.8.10, 2.
by (2.9.ii).
2.12.
Together with (2.5) one obtains from (2.11) as in [TH, Th. I.1.8 
.2]:
Theorem (Base change). Given a cartesian square
2.13.
Example. Assume f is a closed immersion, and set
Locally, in the notation of (2.7), one has isomorphisms in D (C) Mod
with the last bijection induced from θ → θ * on D (C) , hence the D(C)-action on the last term is the one induced by the left regular action.
Consider, more concretely, the case f :
is exact and by (2.8.10)
In this section G will denote an affine algebraic k-group and k [G] the associated Hopf algebra with the comultiplication ∆ G , the augmentation ideal m G and the antipode σ G . We do not have to assume G to be connected.
Let
with the natural vertical homomorphisms.
For each
with the vertical maps being inclusions and the bijective horizontal maps given by
), x ∈ G and a ∈ k [G] , and if
then the middle horizontal bijection in (1) induces a k-algebra isomorphsm (cf. [DG, II.4.6.5 
For our purposes, however, it is more convenient to work with r ∈ Sch k (G × G, G × G)
× via (x, y) → (x, yx) in place of l in (3.1) to obtain: 3.3.
Proposition. For each r ∈ N there is a commutative diagram of
k[G]- modules k[G] ⊗ Dist r (G) −−−→ Diff r G     k[G] ⊗ Dist(G) −−−→ D(G)     k[G] ⊗ Dist(G r ) −−−→ D r (G)
with the vertical arrows being inclusions and the horizontal ones bijective given by
, then the middle horizontal bijection induces a k-algebra isomorphism Dist (G) op → D rgt (G) .
3.4.
Let a ∈ Sch k (G × X, X) be a group action of G on a smooth variety X. We will call such a triple (G, X, a) a G-variety, and denote the category of G-varieties by Sch
commutes, where the p's are the projections and
As p X and p G×X are both affine and flat and as a is invertible, a, mult × X, and G × a are all affine and flat. (4) In particular, (5) all p * X , a * , and p *
on Mod X and Mod G×X , respectively.
Then for any f ∈ (G, X)qc, both ker f and coker f belong to (G, X)qc, hence (G, X)qc is an abelian category. (6) If we define the category D
carries by (6) a structure of (G, X)qc. Hence
Slightly extending the definition of [DG, II.4.5 .1] we say a pair (f, δ) is a kdeviation of order ≤ n, n ∈ N, iff
In particular (cf. [DG, II.4.5.4, 5] , [EGAIV, 16.8 .3]),
(1) the set of k-deviations of order ≤ n for f = id X and N = M is just
Also if ε G : e → G is the unit section, then [DG, II.4.6.2] (2) Dist n (G) may be identified with the set of all deviations (ε G , µ) [DG, II.4.5.11] by the commutative diagram
Then the composite deviation
is of order ≤ n [DG, II.4.6.3] . On the other hand, for
for µ ∈ Dist n (G) and m ≥ n, that is independent of the choice of m. If ε 0,n : e → V n (e) is the inclusion and if we define a deviation (ε 0,n ×X, µ⊗M :
under the identification of (a n ) * (ε 0,n × X) * M with M, and the composite deviation (id X = a n • (ε 0,n × X) • i X , φ (µ)) coincides with the deviation (4),
under which
Dist r (G) op → Diff r X (M) and
Proof. The assertion that φ induces a k-algebra homomorphism follows from the commutative diagrams (3.4.1, 2). To see the last assertion, let µ ∈ Dist (G r 
As G r is infinitesimal, the action a induces an action a r : G r × U → U. If i r : G r → G and j : U → X are two inclusions and if ψ r is the adjoint of
Conversely,
rmodule for all r ∈ N compatibly, then the diagram (3.4.1) commutes, hence defines a structure of (G, X)qc on M. If G is transitive on X, one has only to test the criterion at arbitrary one point of X(k).
Proof. We will show that the diagram (3.4.1) commutes at each point
where p 1 = G × a, p 2 = mult × X, and p 3 = p G×X . For that it is enough by Krull's intersection theorem [M, Th. 8.9 , 10] to show the equality under the natural surjection
where m r+1 (g1,g2,x) is the maximal ideal of O G×G×X,(g1,g2,x) . For simplicity put A = k [G] , and let U be an affine open neighbourhood of
Hence, if i gi r : V r (g i ) → G and j : U → X are inclusions, the equality (1) will follow from
then the equality (2) reads (e,e,x) , that in turn will follow from
As both sides are k[V r (e) × V r (e) × U]-linear, we have only to verify (4) after composing with the natural homomorphism
is the k-algebra homomorphism induced by the multiplication V r (e) × V r (e) → V 2r (e), the LHS (resp. RHS) of (4) composed with (5) ,2r ). But from the hypothesis one has
Assume finally that G is transitive on X. If the hypothesis is verified at z ∈ X(k) and if gz = x, g ∈ G(k), then the equality (3) will follow from
as the translation is invertible, hence the assertion from the hypothesis at z.
3.8.
In the set-up of (3.4) we say
We will denote the category of G-equivariant D X -modules by (G, D X )qc. As a and p X are both flat,
We have as in characteristic 0 (cf. [Sa, §1] ).
Proof.
(ii) An application of the base change theorem (2.12) to the cartesian square
The cocyclicity (3.4.1) of φ f M · follows likewise. (iii) As a X = p X • a X with a X invertible, one has by [Ke, 11.5] 
Also from [Ke, 11.5] 
and the assertion follows as in (ii).
3.9.
If X is affine, X is D-affine by Serre's theorem, and the equivariant version of Beilinson-Bernstein's local-global principle carries over. Thus let (G, D(X) )Mod be the category whose objects are simultaneously G-modules and D(X)-modules such that (i) the two Dist (G) op -actions on M induced by the G-module structure and the D(X)-module structure coincide, i.e., if
is the G-module structure on M , then with φ : Dist (G) op → D(X) of (3.6) and transposition τ :
Proposition (cf. [Bø, Prop. 4.5] ). If X is affine, there is an equivalence of
3.10.
Remark. If X is not affine, the proposition implies for each affine open U of X and for each infinitesimal subgroup G r of G, r ∈ N, that there is an equivalence (G r 
3.11. If X is a G-variety, O X is naturally equipped with a structure of (G, D X )qc, hence also R i Γ Z1/Z2 (O X ) for each i ∈ N and two closed subsets
Using either the standard filtration or the p-filtration, one can equip D X with a structure of (G, X)qc as follows. Let ∆ X : X → X × X be the diagonal immersion, I X the ideal sheaf of the closed subvariety im(∆ X ) in
X ) the n-th infinitesimal neighbourhood of im(∆ X ), and p i,n = p i • inc : X ∆,n → X, i = 1, 2, with p i : X × X → X the i-th projection. By [EGAIV, 16.7 
As im(∆ X ) is G-invariant, so is X ∆,n , hence p i,n are both G-equivariant. Then P n X inherits a structure of (G, X)qc from O X . As P n X is locally free of finite rank in XMod, one has
and likewise with p * X . Hence from the structure morphism φ P n X one can define a structure of (G, X)qc on Diff n X by the composite
and take lim − → n φ D X,r . Unfortunately,
where the RHS is written with respect to the [Ka, 4.7] . We will denote the category of quasi-G-equivariant D Xmodules by (G, D X )qqc. Nevertheless, in [Bø, Prop. 4.5] it is proved that if X = G/B is a flag variety with G semisimple and if M is a D(X)-module such that the induced Dist (G) op -action on M lifts to make a G op -module, then D X ⊗ D(X) M admits a structure of (G, D X )qc.
3.12.
Resume the notation of (2.2). We define two equivariant versions of X ∞ -modules, categories (G, X ∞ )qc and (G, X ∞ )qqc of G-equivariant X ∞ -modules and quasi-G-equivariant X ∞ -modules, respectively.
and that for each r ∈ N the structure morphism
i.e., identifying X (r) with (X, O (r)
is equal in Mod (G×X) (r) to the composite 
and likewise 
3.14. Assume G is connected and reduced. Let H be a closed subgroup scheme of G so that the quotient G/H is a G-variety via the multiplication from the left. 
By (2.13) On the other hand, we know from [Ke, Lem. 12.8] ch H Xw/dXw (X, O X ) = e(w · 0) 
